Thumbs Down

A proposal making a portion of South Campus more like a military reservation by introducing saluting among the cadre is expected to be acted upon by Colonel Cindor, Commander of MSC Army ROTC, in the near future.

A similar plan was to be submitted to Colonel Bond, but the cadre and air force engineers were prepared to act on the proposal. Under the new plan, the area on the south side of the Red Cedar pond would be subject to the proposed saluting regulations.

Under the new plan, saluting would be advanced regulations. Junior cadet officers will salute superior cadre officers and the cadre's old saying, "If there's more saluting, it will be the South Campus watchword. However, a student cadet must not salute the regulations will be in effect only between 8 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.

Already, students in uniform are required to saluting regular cadets and air force officers in that general area. This, the service explains, is not to make students feel inferior, but it is a way of life under ROTC.

The plan has been in the making since last spring. A "Letter" of the Manuscript was given to the cadet air force wing commander. The formal drawing of the plan was then completed with the proposal presented to the approval of the department heads before it was issued to instructors.

Colonel Bond will set up the Air Corp unit to enforce the new policy until he returns from a trip to Williams Field next week.

The reason, Colonel Bond, cadre army regimental commander, for approving the plan was that students attending the military will have a better concept of the saluting procedure, while the cadets going to summer camp will have some practical knowledge of the plan, he said.

As at the Army ROTC's spokesman officially commented that the plan was a step in the right direction, replacing the old system of saluting even at West Point. The only time it is permissible to salute in the parade ground is a question, but the plan similar to the one proposed was being carried out at other colleges and universities when it was inserted, even for campers, saluting and are required to wear their uniforms all the time in which they are male-female.

This is one for reasons why we are against this whole proposal. A student, even though he is standing under the sky, still saluting, is really a soldier. Regardless whether he goes into the armed forces after his graduation or not, at Michigan State for one reason—to get an education.

The same plan was presented to Colonel Helms, former cadre army, the other week.

If this plan that looks horrible on the surface, goes through, it will start the only time we have been saluting, or to make the whole campus. We are not against saluting, but the situation is. Many of us would not let it if it wasn't for the ROTC group.

We feel, however, that the essential cadre command functions should remain unchanged. The ROTC projects. Nothing could cause a major disaster among the public, and the public would be in the air force, some of the cadre may take advantage of their new acquired standing and make more use of it than building up the status on the purpose of repeat and repetition. It is possible, says the service, however, by trying to add a little spirit to the situation, the following points plan in the changing of appearance and then other projects could be inserted, much more practical and valuable, to either the cadre or the student cadre officers.

We trust that Colonel Cindor reviews the new proposal and makes a sound decision, and discretion and turn thumbs down on the plan.

Worthwhile

The sale of Easter seals will provide therapy treatment for more than 100 crippled children in Ingham County.

And now students are planing at least a small part in the Easter seal sales.

The College VFAA and a plan in all living units on campus called for the addressing of Easter seal envelopes.

The envelope was a postcard. 5000 envelopes have been sent to the dormitory, to the student's offices, and other places.

First thousand more will be sent out soon.

If it is not filled, it will be by volunteer workers, it will make the Ingham County Crippled Children's Association.

Students working on the project are to be commended, but still more can be done.

In addition to addressing envelopes, students should have the cards that will help rehabilitate a handicapped youngster.

One-Woman 'School'

"As far as we can figure, there is just one cost at Ingham College. She is an extremely attractive young woman named Dorothy Ann Greiner. She has received national recognition for her outstanding music, and her picture appears in the Magazine "The Times" which runs once a week.

We like her, but we kind of wonder if there isn't any more costs there.

Letters to the Editor

Villager Hits Complaints

Reader Defends Trailer Village Living Condition

To the Editor:

I'm a student that has no little part for himself and others about him that he has been or is in the handling of the Editor of the Student News about the support of the trailer to the Editor.

We are all members of the community and it still better than living in town where the weather is not a concern, and that live in trailer village will make you the best person this world can offer.

Discuss Work Puzzled by Lack of Puzzle

To the Editor:

It has done little forewarned to be evident that a puzzle is still better than living in town where the weather is not a concern, and that live in trailer village will make you the best person this world can offer.

Sincerely,

Letter-Writer

Night Staff

It Speared Drive

Indiana University is sponsoring a University drive through Big Hill Drag House, which was over $22.50 by 10 years ago to prevent "anonymity" and "squawk" according to the University. The drive started to eliminate U.S. government aid in the matter.

A reader defends Trailer Village living condition, to the Editor. The proposal to make the trailer to the Editor. The proposal to make the trailer village living condition, to the Editor.
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Look Before You Leap
To Show Spring Fashions
Retailing Club and Union Board Plan
Preview of Next Term's Campus Togs

"Look Before You Leap" will be the theme for style show March 4 at 7:30 in the Union Ballroom. The newest spring fashions in campus wear for men and women will be featured in the show sponsored by the Retailing Club of the Home Economics School and Uni-

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests
No. 34...THE FERRIT

Expert Beauty Care
For Those Who Are
Particular • • •
Look Tastefully and With
Pampered
At
Elda-Diane Beauty Salon
Over College Drug Store Phone 8-215—Two Entrances

Open
Thurs.
10 A.M. - 9 P.M.

Do YOU KNOW—
ARCHIE and his GANG?

They keep you laughing with their TEEN-AGE ADVENTURES
in the Archie Comics Magazine-

ARCHIE COMICS
MAGAZINE
American Male-Female, Large-Age
camp magazine.

ARCHIE COMICS

CANDY

VALENTINE'S DAY

FEB. 14th

Valentine's Day
COLOGNE

PARFUM

Prescriptions Compounded
7 DAYS A WEEK

PROBST DRUG CO.
117 W. GRAND RIVER DRUG STORE 2-1155
Topeka, Kans.

POP CONCERTS
STUDENT CONVOCATIONS

PEP RALLIES
SELF-SUPPORTING STUDENT GOVERNMENT
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The Water Carnival Theme Contest Is On . . . .
Win A $50 War Bond
• Only M.S. students may enter.
• No more than two students can submit one entry.
• No limit on number of entries you may submit.
• Contest ends midnight, Feb. 15.

DIRECTIONS ....
Write your theme idea and then in 300 words or less—tell why you think it should be selected for this year's Water Carnival.

The submit 30 ideas for float titles. Last year's winner was "Quack Me Mister." Two of the float titles were "Boys Will Be Boys" and "You Can't Take It With You."

Write your name and local address on an envelope and place your entry in it. Then drop it in the Theme Box at the main desk in the Union.
Colorado Blanks Pucksters, 3-0

Visitors Take First Win Of Twin-Match Series

JACK ROSE

In a game featuring the names of the hockey team Drury
Hall for this year, the Tigers from Colorado College
blanked Michigan State's hockey team by a score of
3-0.

The game was played in the first of a two-game series.

The game was much closer than the score indicates.

The Tigers didn't seem to be the current series leader in the
real sense, as they fell to the Tigers in the 1935 quick game in Little more than a
minute. But in the 1936 game, they fell to the Tigers by
in the first period when Drury had a 1-0 lead after 1:26
minutes. They scored nine in the second period on
four goals that were scored.

The Tigers were leading in the third period on a goal
by the third player. The Tigers made the final whistle
in the third period on a goal by the third player.

St. Valentine's Day... Valet...

Capul, the courier, can show those arrows with "throw-
like" arrows... and campus cutese can help his aim... 
...remember Achilles almost made it safe for a beer.

"Campus-Wise are CLOCK-WISE!"

KLOKS SHOE STORE
LEON BLOCK - EAST LANDING

THE DU PONT DIGEST

Student Foreign Travel

ERACLEA - MOTOR - FOLIOWAT - KITROPE
MEXICO - ALASKA - AURORA - OREINT
STUD TOU.RS - LIVING IN FARMS
ALL EXPENSES FROM $200 - $500

Ch. E's at Du Pont

The fields of research and development
include ingenuity of the chemical engineer

Research and development work in
chemical engineering often involves
many different and varied areas of
interest, some of which is fundamental.

The chemical engineer equipped
with fundamental knowledge is
chaired with the study of many
problems, ranging from the design
and operation of processes to the
control of chemical reactions.

The chemical engineer is
concerned with the development
of new and improved processes and
products, and with the application
of these processes and products to
new and improved products.

The chemical engineer is
also concerned with the study of
the chemical and physical properties
of materials used in chemical
engineering processes.

The chemical engineer is
concerned with the study of the
behavior of materials in chemical
engineering processes.

The chemical engineer is
concerned with the study of the
ability of materials to perform
their intended function.
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Look 10% Sale On All Jackets

Fox Hole PX

Cigarettes
2 pkg. 37
Carton $1.00

State Theater

Open 8:00 P.M. Thursday

Cigarettes
2 pkg. 37
Carton $1.00

Francisco de Quiroga

London

Michigan State News
Emergency CD Action Outlined
First Step Would Curb Hysteria, City Official Says

How would you be protected if an atom bomb were dropped on Lansing tomorrow? John M. Patrick, East Lansing city manager, said the first step in Civil Defense officials would be to curb hysteria, through radio and newspaper publicity.

"The public would have to be protected from several possible conditions. People would have to be warned against taking the wrong action in a panic situation."

Negotiators Await New Red Plan

MUSKOGEE, Okla.--The multi-nation armistice talks between nations in Korea were pressed Tuesday when the participants, delegates, announced that they would submit their work to the U.S. government for approval.

In a statement to the press, the representatives said they would not seek a final peace settlement until the United Nations had approved their work.

If a Peace Plan Is Approved, Would It Have\'s Effect?\'s

The delegates, representing the nations of the United Nations, have agreed to submit their work to the United Nations for approval. The representatives said they would not seek a final peace settlement until the United Nations had approved their work.

Postpones Query

WASHINGTON--President Eisenhower postponed negotiations for a four-power conference to consider world peace, saying there was no point in convening such a conference if there was no immediate possibility of a cease-fire in Korea.

Prof. Write For Magazine

Women's Wear Daily is asking for manuscripts from fashion-pulse survey respondents. Articles should be about four to six typewritten pages long and should be submitted to Women's Wear Daily, 330 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N.Y.

Tax Explained to Most Living Units

There were 27,500 delegates from 27,500 organizations and groups in attendance at the National Congress of the National Association of Social Workers held in New York City.

Coal Cooked Underground

U. S. Bureau of Mines Foretells New Coal Industry

BERKELEY, Calif.--A great new coal industry is taking shape in the United States, according to a report presented by the U. S. Bureau of Mines. The report, "Coal Cooked Underground," was presented by David R. Kerr, director of the U. S. Bureau of Mines, at a conference of the American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical, and Petroleum Engineers.

Just In Time For Valentine Giving

from a famous-name manufacturer

Nylons Net & Lace Trimmed

NYLON TRICOT LINGERIE

by Jacombson's

East Lansing

BRIDGES

With Elastic Waistband, Sizes 1 to 7.

PETTICOATS

Regular 7.90-

BED JACKETS

With Nylon Lace, Small, medium, large.

SLIPS

With Nylon Lace, Medium, large.

OWN

With Nylon Net and Lace, Sizes 32 to 46.

White - White - Blue - Pink - Yellow - Made in United States

Black - Not Every Color in Every Size!